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Abstract Real-world multilayer networks can be very large and there can be mul-
tiple choices regarding what should be modeled as a layer. Therefore, there is a
need for their effective storage and manipulation. Currently, multilayer network
analysis software use different data structures and manipulation operators. We
aim to categorize operators in order to assess which structures work best for cer-
tain operator classes and data features. In this work, we propose a preliminary
taxonomy of layer and data manipulation operators. We also design and execute a
benchmark of select software and operators to identify potential for optimization.
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1 Introduction

Multilayer networks have become increasingly popular across various disciplines for
representing, manipulating and analyzing complex systems, such as brain [1] and
ecological [2] networks. Typical applications also include social networks, which
often consist of millions of actors and associated relationships when collected from
online sources [3]. With large multilayer network data availability increasing, an
open challenge is to provide a framework for effective storage and access, which will
help reducing data preprocessing costs [4] and support development of interactive
analysis systems [5].

Using established database management systems for multilayer network data
storage is not ideal, as the state-of-the-art standards, i.e. relational and graph
database systems, lack methods to represent, manipulate and analyze multilayer
network data. On the other hand, there is a lack of consensus on the appropriate
data structure for multilayer network data storage, as quite a few different alter-
natives exist within analysis and visualization libraries. More importantly, there
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is an imbalance between scalability of a software’s underlying data structures and
process efficiency; depending on the chosen data model, the performance of even
simple layer manipulation operators vastly differs (cf. Sect. 3).

Despite increasing interest in multilayer networks, work on multilayer network
data management remains scarce. Previous work by the data engineering com-
munity on heterogeneous information networks [6] neither includes the concept of
layer nor has looked into specialized storage solutions to optimize layer operations.
In the recently proposed multilayer graphs, an extension for property graphs [7],
the term layer is used, but instead refers to levels of nesting in the network. Also re-
cently, a data mining approach was proposed, based on converting EER-diagrams
into multilayer networks [8]; however, the previous does not directly address the
impact of different data structures for multilayer networks.

With the previous issues in mind, this work provides basis for a data manage-
ment framework natively supporting multilayer networks, by considering storage,
access and manipulation of both vertices and edges in the network, and the layers
themselves. We propose a taxonomy covering and extending layer and data ma-
nipulation operators found in popular multilayer network software [9–12]. Finally,
we provide a benchmark of select operators’ performance on currently available
libraries and database models able to represent a multilayer network. We aim
to both compare alternative data management approaches from a scalability and
efficiency perspective, and spotlight processes in need of further research.

2 Data management taxonomy

We provide a taxonomy of tasks for multilayer network representation and ma-
nipulation, covering and extending operators found in major multilayer network
software previously cited, which introduces a common basis for comparing various
layer-supporting data structures. Our taxonomy differs from the recently intro-
duced visualization-centered one [5]; our proposal focuses on data management
operators, as typically provided by database management systems.

A preliminary taxonomy can be seen in Table 1. Our operator examples con-
sider a generic multilayer network model similar to the one by Kivelä et al. [13], for
a multilayer network M = (VM , EM , V,L) with d dimensions. We use δ to denote
a dimension of the network, v to denote a vertex, l to denote a single layer and σ

to denote a predicate.

Tasks in the layer definition category focus on redefining the layer structure by
creating and deleting dimensions. Layer manipulation operators also create new
layers (or views thereof), but they instead derive new layers based on existing
layers’ topological features, e.g. layer flattening, projection and difference.

We consider layer query as a special class, as it arguably falls under both layer
and data manipulation categories. Operators here essentially obtain a subset of the
nodes and edges that satisfy a condition related to either attributes or topological
features.

Finally, operators in the data manipulation category, similarly to manipulating
a single-layer graph database, include adding and removing nodes or edges, while
also considering the layers they associate to.
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Table 1 Preliminary taxonomy of layer-supporting data model operators

Operator class Examples

Layer definition create/delete-dimension(δ)
create/delete-layer(δ)

Layer manipulation flatten-layer(δ, ls, lt)
project-layer(δ, ls, lt)
diff-layer(δ, ls, lt)

Layer query filter-layerσ(l)

Data manipulation add/update/remove-node(v, l)
add/update/remove-edge(vs , ls, vt, lt)

3 Benchmark

Multilayer networks can be implemented using data structures as different as ten-
sors, dictionary-based adjacency lists, tables in relational databases, or combina-
tions of the previous, as with graph database systems. We perform a comparison
of these structures on the operators in our taxonomy, aiming to discover processes
in need of optimization. Our primary focus is on layer manipulation and query
operators, as we expect their performance within different systems to vary with
respect to the underlying data structure and whether that is layer-native.

As an example, we consider the performance of the layer aggregation operator
in MuxViz [9], multinet [10] and Pymnet [11] libraries. This experiment is done for
randomly generated two-layer Erdős-Rényi multilayer networks, with network size
(nodes associated to each layer) ranging between 100–100,000 and average node
degree ≈ 4. Note that multinet and MuxViz are libraries for R, while Pymnet is a
library for Python, which can slightly affect performance.

Fig. 1 confirms the aforementioned imbalance between data structure efficiency
and scalability, as systems exhibit various behaviours related to their underlying
data structures; notice that some systems can handle larger networks, but at the
expense of efficiency.

To expand our benchmark, we will also compare our findings with equivalent
database models able to represent multilayer networks. Namely, we consider a
relational database model representing each element of the multilayer network
quadruple as its own relation and a graph database model operating on the network
defined by (VM , EM ).

4 Conclusion and future work

Despite only dealing with preliminary results, we can already stress the importance
of the chosen data structure, as this choice can determine which networks we can
practically handle. These results should be complemented with a comparison of
additional established multilayer network operators on both the aforementioned
libraries and database models, in order to explore the strengths and weaknesses of
various multilayer network management approaches. Finally, future work includes
defining a minimal set of necessary operators for multilayer network data and a
rule-based approach to transform multilayer networks into database models.
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Fig. 1 Comparison of three multilayer network libraries for performance of two layer network
aggregation over network size.
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